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NOTES
New Drawings by Erhard
Schon and His Circle
Alison Stewart
the most prolific draughtsmanin
Nuremberg after Sebald Beham during the second
quarter of the sixteenth century, between the end of
Diirer's activity and the beginning of Virgil Solis' and
Jost Amman's. A pupil of Diirer reknowned for his
prodigious woodcut production-some I,200 book
illustrationsand 500 single sheets- Schon also executed
at least thirty-eight drawings. These works, never
published as a group, are mostly presentationdrawings
in pen andink housed at Berlin, Cologne, andErlangen.'
They date primarily to the I53os and early I54os and
have been linked chiefly to Sch6n's prints.
Five additionaldrawings, executed in watercolor and
never attributed to Schon or any other artist, will be
shown in this articleto be by Schon or from his circle.
Conserved today in Nuremberg and Darmstadt (Pls.
7-II), they provide evidence of the previously
unexplored function of Schon's drawings as colored
book illustrations.A drawing recently acquiredby the
Getty Museum (P1. 12) represents another use for
Schon's drawings as a working drawing for a print.
Sch6n'sdrawingshaverarelybeen studied. Sch6n was
born in I491 andis believed to havefirstworked in I 5I4.
His earlyworks aredesigns for small, printedbook illustrations. They reveal the influence of the Nuremberg
miniaturist and woodcut designer, Hans Springinklee,
in their awkward figures with ratherlarge heads.2The
figures in Schon's mature works dating from the 520S
through the early 154os (Figs. I-3),3 by contrast, are
markedincreasinglyby drooping shoulders,long-lashed
eyes, and bodies that arebetter articulatedand fuller,the
latter in keeping with Nuremberg art of the time. The
strokes employed are short and quick in the manner of
Diirer. Sch6n died at the earliestin 1542.
ER HAR D S C H ON was

Schon's published drawings typically employ a polished technique with pen and black ink, as in his Diana,
Acteon,andNymphsof 1540 in the SeattleArt Museum
(Fig. 3).4 The unpublished drawings in watercolor, by
contrast, arefar fewer-I have located one in Darmstadt
and four in Nuremberg (Pls. 7-I I). The former, from
the circle of Schon, representsa BeheadingandBreaking
on a Wheel(P1. 7) from a manuscripttreatinga number
of subjectsincluding theology, astrology, and alchemy.5
This drawing employs the characteristicpen-and-ink
technique-here the ink is black and brown-coupled
with red, green, pink, blue, and brown tints of watercolor.6 Also typical of Schon is the juxtaposition of
short, slightly curved strokes, which model the highlighted right leg of the man about to be beheaded, with
the long parallellines of the leg in shadow, a device also
seen in the Diana, Acteon,andNymphs(Fig. 3).
The four unpublished drawings in Nuremberg (Pls.
8-I I)7 areexecuted with quick, tense lines, with delicate
tints of watercolor in light blue and pink, brown, gray,
and mustard. Dating from the 152os and 153os, these
works appearedin the MendelMemorialBookand depict
members of a Nuremberg lay organization comprised
of twelve men, the Zwoljbruder-Stiftung.
Establishedby
KonradMendel the Elder in 1388, it served sick, elderly
master craftsmenwho held Nuremberg citizenshipand
who were worthy of alms because they were no longer
self-supporting.8The twelve lay brotherswere overseen
by a Nuremberg councilman who was a member of the
Mendel family and also a steward ("Schaffer")or thirteenth brother (P1. io).9 The foundation was located in
the parish of St. Lorenz on the Kommarkt, near the
present-dayGermanischesNationalmuseum.10
Each of these lay brothers, like all the organization's
members over the centuries,was depictedin the Mendel
MemorialBookworking at his craft.1 The inscriptionat
the top of each drawing identifieseach brotherby name
and profession, the date he died, and the yearsof service
at the foundation. In the unpublisheddrawings, each of
the three brothers proper-that is, excluding the steward-wears a belted cowl with "tails"and a felt hat, and
two sport full beards. The men and activities represented, and their death dates as indicated on the drawings, are:Hans Forchhammerroughing cloth, 1521 (P1.
8); Hermannfrom Wohrd nearNuremberg, armorbur[ 233 ]
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Fig. 1 ERHARDSCHON.Judgment of Paris.
Oxford,AshmoleanMuseum.

nisher, 1523 (P1.9); Kuntzs Thannleralso from Wohrd,
steward, 1534 (P1. IO); and Hanns Helchner, mason,
1537 (P1. II).

The inscription at the top of the drawing of Hans
Forchhammer(P1.8) explainsthat, "Inthe year 1521, on
approximately St. Gall's day [October I6], the honorable brother Hans Forchhammer-a clothmaker-died.
He spent thirteen years giving alms and is the 270th
brother, to whom God should be compassionate."12
Similarly,the inscriptionat the top of the ArmorBurnisher
(P1.9) relatesthat, "On 13 September 1523 the honorable brother Herman died, an armor burnisher from
Wohrd. He spent eight yearsin the brothers'house and
was the 273rd brother to die, at age 65."13
The level of artistic self-confidence demonstratedin
the Beheadingand Breakingon a Wheeland Cloth Maker
exceeds that of two contemporary drawings by Schon,
one of which is dated, suggesting that the unpublished
sheets date later,in the 53os, or that Schon was capable
of working in two differentstyles. HisJudgmentof Paris
(Fig. I), signed with his mark below and dated 1523,
and his Adorationof the Magi in Erlangen, probably of
[234]

1522 (see Appendix), are characterizedby tall, rather
awkward and anatomically incorrect figures, and by
craggy hills reminiscentof the Danube School. Sch6n's
contemporary in Nuremberg, Sebald Beham, was also
indebted to the Danube School at this time, suggesting
that these artistsfrom Nuremberg were influencedmore
by that school, and in particularby Altdorfer, than has
been recognized in the literature.14
The elongated proportionsof the young magus in the
Adorationof theMagialso appearto have been influenced
by the Danube School or the Antwerp Mannerists.Reminiscent, in fact, of Schin's own youthful woodcut book
illustrations,the figures in theJudgmentof Parisand the
Adorationappearless convincing anatomicallythanthose
by the artistin the MendelMemorialBook. This suggests
that the Cloth Maker and ArmorBurnisher,with their
bolder forms, were executed later, in the I53os, but
dated according to the death dates of the brothers de-

picted.
Two additionaldrawingstoday in Nuremberg arethe
latest and most delicate of the group of unpublished
drawings by Sch6n. They date to the final decade of
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Berlin,S.M.PK., Kupferstichkabinett.
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or Steward(P1. Io), the
Schon's career.In the "Schaffer"
man toting bread and a large covered beaker is identified in the inscription: "On 7 September 1534 Kuntzs
Thannler,[formerly] dyer from Wohrd, left this world.
He was a brotherin the foundation four years, a steward
therefive years, and the 300th brother."15The drawing,
StoneMason (P1. i ), is dated 1537 on the stone below
and is inscribed:"On 7 September 1537 Hanns Helchner, mason, died after two and one-half years in the
brothers'house. He was the 309th brother."16
The Stewardand StoneMasondrawings dating from
the mid- to late I 3os sharea number of characteristics
of Schon's graphicstyle. These include penstrokesin ink
that are short and quick and are combined with varying
tints of watercolor. The pliant feet and legs in the Cloth
Maker(P1.8) can also be seen in Sch6n's signedJudgment
of Paris(Fig. i). Bundles of short, energizinglines representing shadows, cast by feet onto the ground, are representedin the Stewardand StoneMason(Pls. 0o, iI), and
in the Venusand Cupidand Diana, Acteon,andNymphs,
(Figs. 2, 3). The attributionto Sch6n of the ArmorBurnisher(P1.9) needs to be qualifiedbecause the surfaceof
the drawing is abraded and the technique of point of
brush, ratherthan pen and ink, is unusual for Sch6n.
A drawing by Sch6n recently acquiredby the Getty
Museum (P1. I2) is an important addition to the study
of Sch6n's work. The TurkishProcession,datableto ca.

1532 (pen and brown ink; 236 x 370 mm.), may well be
the only known working drawing for a woodcut in
Sch6n's oeuvre,which has come down to us primarilyin
the form of more refinedandfinishedpresentationdrawings. Although the freermeans and simplified composition of the Getty drawing could suggest a later copy of
Schon's woodcut of the same theme (R6ttinger 245),
curatorsGeorge GoldnerandLeeHendrix haveconvincingly argued, citing numerous differencesbetween the
drawing and print, that the drawing reflectsa design for,
not after,the extant print.17
The inclusion in Schon's work of a drawing that differs radicallyfrom the artist'smore usual drawing style
is supportedby two dozen working designs for stained
glass by Sch6n (Brussels,Musee des Beaux-Arts),which
were published in this journal by Hilary Wayment in
I986.18These small pen-and-ink drawings with wash
were used to record the general compositions of scenes
from the Life of Christ for a glazier, who used those
vidimuses for the preparation of full-scale cartoons.
Waymentdatedthe designs to ca. 1525 and identifiedthe
stained glass, for which the designs were made, as the
windows of the Hampton Court chapel of Cardinal
Wolsey. In 1525 Thomas Wolsey (ca. I475-I1530), a

Catholic, was still Chancellor under Henry VIII before
his execution in 1529 for high treason.l9 1525 was also

the year before Holbein's first trip to England.
[235]
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Fig. 3 ERHARD SCHON. Diana, Acteon, and Nymphs.
SeattleArt Museum,LeRoyM. BackusCollection.

The Brussels drawingsadd valuablenew information
to Schon's biography and change the standardview of
Sch6n as a designer of ratherpedestrianwoodcuts who
worked exclusively in the Nuremberg area designing
prints. They raise the question of the natureof Schon's
commissions and patrons, and clearly suggest that the
artist was known outside Nuremberg and Germany.
They also suggest that Schon was a more important
artistthan the literaturehas allowed. The Getty drawing,
finally, offers evidence of Schon's working method
heretofore unknown, and suggests a new approachto
looking for, and at, Schon drawings.
The drawings presented in this article are typical of
the trend toward monumental figures in Nuremberg
established by Direr and continued by his followers
after his death. With Schon, the differencebetween the
spareuse of modeling in the ClothMaker,dated I52I (P1.
8), and the extensive system of hatchings and scribblelike crosshatchingsin the StoneMason, dated I537 (P1.
i i), points to his interestin the representationof increas[236]

ingly plastic forms through the varied means of color
and line.
The new drawings here attributed to Schon or his
circle are mature works employing weighty "Renaissance" figures. Book illustrations, such as these, may
have provided commissions for small-scale, painted
works to Nuremberg artists during the Reformation.
Officially introduced there in I525, Luther's religious
revolution is said to have been responsiblefor the drastic
reduction in the numbers of paintings produced there.
Such book illustrationsmay thereforehave provided a
fruitful new source of painted images for Nuremberg
artistsat the time of Diirer's death.
AUTHOR'S NOTE:

In memoryof WalterL. Strauss.

I wouldliketo thankCarolSchulerandDianeWolfthalfor
commentingon anearlierdraftof thisarticle,andJohnRowlandsforprovidingthelocationsof severaldrawings.Elisabeth
Beare, Stadtbibliothek,
Nuremberg,and FriedrichBattenDarmstadt,provedespecially
berg, HessischesStaatsarchiv,
oftenat shortnotice.
helpfulandaccommodating,

1. The pen-and-ink drawings by Schon whose attributionsI
accept are listed below. The numerals here indicate the
number of drawings by Sch6n in each collection. The
drawings are located at Basel(i), Berlin(7), Brussels(24),
Cologne(I2), Darmstadt, Hessisches Staatsarchiv(I),
Donaueschingen(I), Dusseldorf(i), Erlangen(7), Frankfurt(i), London(i), Malibu,J. PaulGetty Museum(i), Nuremberg, Stadtbibliothek(4),Oxford(2), Paris(I), Private
Collection(i) and Seattle(i). His four chiaroscuro drawings are found at Erlangen, London, and Paris. For the
names of the individualdrawings, see the Appendix below.
Because Schon's drawings have never been published as a
group, the numbers given above and the works cited in the
Appendix are meant as an aid for studying Schin's drawings, ratherthan as an exhaustive list.
2. See Heinrich Rottinger, ErhardSchonundNiklausStor.Der
zur Geschichtedesalten
PseudoSchon. Zwei Untersuchungen
Holzschnittes,Studien zur deutschen KunstgeNiirnberger
schichte, 229, Strasbourg,

I925,

p. I; Walter L. Strauss,

ErhardSchonandNiklaus Stor,The IllustratedBartsch, 13,
commentary vol., New York, I984, pp. o0-II, where
Rottinger'sdiscussionof the division of Sch6n'soeuvreinto
three phases is provided in English translation.For a good
biography of Sch6n, seeJeffreyChipps Smith, Nuremberg.
A RenaissanceCity, 1500-1618, exh. cat., the Archer M.
Huntington Art Gallery, University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, 1983, p. 162.

3. Fig. I was published by Parkerand by Schilling;Fig. 2 by
Bock and Friedlander;Fig. 3 by Smith andby Mandowsky.
See the Appendix under Oxford, Berlin, and Seattle for
the referencesin full.
4. See Mandowsky, no. 5, for the Seattledrawing as a design
for a woodcut book illustration.
Almaniordinisminorumphilosophi
5. Libertrinitatisfratris
optimi,
id estopuslapidisphilosophicitriumordinum,early sixteenthcenturycopy of a manuscriptof 1417 (with addendadating
to ca. 1540), fol. 3.

6. Darmstadt, Hessisches Staatsarchiv;Cl No. 285/5, fol. 3.
Ca. I530S.

245 x 135 mm.

7. Plates 8-I are included in the MendelMemorialBook, the
HausbuchderMendelschen
vol. I, pt. 3,
Zwoljbruder-Stiftung,
fols. I36r, I38r, I53r, I57V (Stadtbibliothek Nmrnberg,
Nuremberg; Amb. 317 2?). Plate 8: ca. I53os; 290 x 200
mm.; inscribed, 1521. Plate 9: ca. I530-42; 290 x 208 mm.;
inscribed, 1523. Plate 10: ca. I534-42; 290 x 204 mm.;
inscribed, 1534. Plate ii: ca. 1537-42; 290 x 200 mm.;

inscribed, 1537.
8. Wilhelm Treue and KarlheinzGoldmann, et al., eds., Das
HausbuchderMendelschenZwlfbriiderstftungzu Niirnberg.

text
des 15. und 16.Jahrhunderts,
DeutscheHandwerkerbilder
vol., Munich, I965, pp. 8-9.
9. See Treueand Goldmann, pp. 7-22, for the Mendel foundation in general. For the council, see Gerald Strauss,
Nurembergin the SixteenthCentury.City Politicsand Life
betweenthe MiddleAges and ModernTimes,Bloomington
and London, 1976, pp. 58-61 and 68-69.
10. Treueand Goldmann, p. 9.
11. Treueand Goldmann, p. 197, note.
12. Treue and Goldmann, p. 142, fol. I36r. The inscription
reads:"Anno 152I v[m]b(?) sant Gallen tag [October i6]
starb der erber pruder Hans Forchhammer, ein
tuchmacher, vnd ist 13 jar in almussen gewest, dem got
gnedig sei, vnd ist der [276 crossed out, thereunder]270
pruder."
13. Treue and Goldmann, p. 143, fol. I38r. The inscription
reads: "Ad. 13 settembris I523 do starb der erber pruder
Herman, ein harnischpallirervon Werdhereinvnd ist 8jar
im pruderhauszgewest vnd ist der 273 gestorben pruder,
pey 65 jam alt."
14. See, for example, Sebald Beham's AnnunciationtoJoachim
(B.66, P.22), an etching dated 1520 and signed, HSP, and
Altdorfer's woodcut of the same subject (B.4) of I5I5
from the series, Fall andRedemption
of Man. See F. W. H.
German
Hollstein,
Engravings,Etchings,and Woodcutsca.
1400-1500, Amsterdam, 1954, vol. I, p. 238, and vol. 2, p.
2 . StephenGoddarddiscussedthe influenceof Altdorfer's
use of small engravingson Beham's early Portrait
of a Young
Woman,1518, in his recentexhibition catalogue, The World
in Miniature:Engravingsby the GermanLittleMasters15001550, SpencerMuseum of Art, The University of Kansas,
Lawrence, I988, no. 6.
15. Treue and Goldmann, p. 146, fol. I53r. The inscription
follows in the original German: "Auf 7 setembris anno
1534 verschied Kuntzs Thannler, verber von Werd, der 4
jar im bruderhausein brudervnd ein schaffer5jar gewest
ist, der 300."

16. Treue and Goldmann, p. 148, fol. I57v. The inscription
reads: "Auff 7 september anno 1537 verschid Hanns
Helchner, steinmetzs, ist drithalbs jar im bruderhaus
gewest vnd an der zal der 309."
17. Conversation of November I988.
18. Hilary Wayment, "Twenty-FourVidimuses for Cardinal
Wolsey,"MasterDrawings,XXIII-XXIV, 4, 1985-86, pp.
503-I7.

19. See A. F. Pollard, Wolsey,London, 1953.
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APPENDIX

OF DRAWINGS

The dates given here are those written on the drawings.
PEN-AND-INK

DRAWINGS

Basel: Two Putti with Vine, 1532 (Edmund Schilling, AltdeutscheMeisterzeichnung,
vol. 3, Frankfurtam Main, 1937,
P. 35).
Berlin: VenusandCupid, 1530;RomanSoldierwitha LongTorch,
1535; St. GeorgeKillingtheDragon, I53 5;Judgmentof Paris,
1536; Girl Catchinga Rabbit,design for a playing card, 1537;
Fallof Man, 1540;David andGoliath(ElfriedBock, Staatliche
Museenzu Berlin. DeutscheMeister[Die Zeichnungen alter
Meister im Kupferstichkabinett,ed. Max J. Friedlander],
Berlin, 1921, p. 77, referredto hereafteras Bock and Friedlander). Rejected drawing: Elisha Mockedby His Children
(Bock and Friedlander,p. 77, no. 4638).
Brussels: Twenty-four drawings representingscenes from the
Life of Christ, ca. 1525 (Wayment, MasterDrawings,pp.
503-I7).
Cologne: Venus,1535. From series of the Seven Planets with
the Signs of the Zodiac: Saturnwith AquariusandCapricorn,
I536;Jupiter withPiscesandSagittarius,1536; MarswithAries
andScorpion,1536; Sol with Leo, 1536; Mercurywith Gemini
and Virgo, 1536; Luna with Cancer,I536. Judith Beheading
Holofernes,1536;David andBathsheba,1536 (PrivateCollection of Edmund Schilling, see below); AllegoricalFigure,
1536; Lot andHis Daughters,1536; Solomon'sIdolatry,1540;
CaritasRomanaor CimonandPero, 1540. (All twelve drawAlterMeister
ings arelisted andillustratedin Handzeichnungen
im Besitze des Museum Wallraf-Richartz
zu Koln am Rhein,
Arthur Lindnered., Cologne, 1907, pls. 5-8.)
All drawingsin Cologne areincludedin the Corpus Gemsheim photographs. Most of these drawingswere published
with full catalogueinformationand were discussedandillustrated in Drawings of the 15th and 16th Centuriesfrom the
in Cologne,exh. cat., National GalWallraf-Richartz-Museum
lery of Art, Washington, D.C., 1964-65, pp. I6-I8. Hella
undAquarelle
Robels, Katalogausgewdhlter
Handzeichnungen
im Wallraf-Richartz-Museum
des
Wallraf-Richartz(Kataloge
Museums, IV, eds. Gert von der Osten and Horst Keller),
Cologne, 1967, pp. 103-Io4, discusses the MarsandJudith
in detail. Bock and Friedlander,p. 52 and pl. 49, include Lot
andHis Daughtersanddescribeit as a drawingfor a woodcut.

[ 238 ]

Donaueschingen, Fiirstliche Fiirstenbergische Sammlung: MorrisDancers,1542 JohannaMiiller-Meiningen,Die
Morisken-Tanzerund andereArbeitendesErasmusGrasserfur
dasalte Ratshausin Munchen,Munich and Zurich, 1984, p.
4I).

Diisseldorf: A Couple RidingHorseback,1539 (see Deutsche
Handzeichnungen
ausfuinfJahrhunderten.
LeihgabendesKunstmuseumsderStadtDiisseldorf,exh. cat., StadtischesGustavLubcke-Museum,

Hamm, 1962, p. 13, no. 38).

Erlangen: Adorationof the Magi, 1522 or 1532 (only the tops
of the numerals remain);Sacrificeof Isaac,1540; Mercury(?),
1540; Laocoin, 1540; Apollo and Daphne, 1540; Mars, 1540;

St. MarktheEvangelist,round drawing for stainedglass (Elfried Bock, Die Zeichnungenin der Universititsbibliothek
Erlangen,Frankfurtam Main, 1929, text vol., pp. 79-82, and
plate vol., pl. 103-107, where other drawings incorrectly
attributedto Schon arelisted).
Frankfurt: Fool and KnightJoustingon Horseback,1527 (Edmund Schilling and Kurt Schwarzweller,Stadelsches
KunstinstitutFrankfurt
am Main. Katalogderdeutschen
Zeichnungen.
Alte Meister,Munich, 1973, vol. I, p. 42, no. 171, and vol.
2,

fig.

I7I).

London: Standard
a Private
Bearer,1535 (GermanDrawingsfrom
Collection,exh. cat. byJohn Rowlands, London, 1984, no.
I9).

Malibu,J. Paul Getty Museum: A TurkishProcession,
preparatory drawing for Schon's woodcut of 1532 (Geisberg 1252,
Rottinger 245).

Oxford: Judgmentof Paris, 1523 and the circularHerculesand
Antaeusof questionableattribution(K. T. Parker,Catalogue
of theCollectionof Drawingsin theAshmoleanMuseum,vol. I,
Oxford, 1938, pp. 147-48, and pl. LXV Uudgmentof Paris],
which is included and reproduced in Edmund Schilling,
desXV. undXVI. Jahrhunderts,
Handzeichnungen
Nurnberger
vol. 3, Freiburgim Breisgau, 1929, p. 35, and pl. 54).
Paris:JudithHoldingtheHeadofHolofernes,1537;FawnHolding
MetalworkCup, 1535. Rejecteddrawings:StudieswithBoat,
LansquenetLying on a Board,and LandscapeFragment,1518
(Louis Demonts, Museedu Louvre.Inventaire
generaldesdessins des ecolesdunord, Paris, I937, vol. 2, p. 62, nos. 284-86).

Seattle: Diana, Acteon,andNymphs, 1540 (Smith, p. 174, and
E. Mandowsky, Old MasterDrawings:SeattleArt Museum
Collection,Guide, Seattle, I980, no. 5).

PrivateCollection of Edmund Schilling:DavidandBathsheba, 1536 (DeutscheZeichnungenaus einerPrivatsammlung,

exh. cat., GermanischesNationalmuseum,Nuremberg,

A Lost Modellofor
Michelangelo's LastJudgment
BernadineBarnes

1984, no. 18; see also GermanDrawings,1984).
CHIAROSCURO

DRAWINGS

IN the drawing collections of The Metropolitan Mu-

seum of Art and the Courtauld Instituteof Art are two
drawings (Figs. I, 2) that areclearlyassociatedwith Michelangelo's LastJudgment.'Only the New York drawing has ever been attributedto Michelangelo himself,
intotheFieryChasm,I 54, pen
Curtius
London:Marcus
Leaping
andbrushin blackink, heightenedwith white bodycolor, but this attribution(which was very tentativein the first
on darkbrownprepared
paper(JohnRowlandsandGiulia place)has not been accepted.2In spite of its high quality,
the New York drawing lacks the vitality seen in MichelBartrum, The Age of Durerand Holbein. GermanDrawings
1400-1550, exh. cat., British Museum, London, I988, no.
angelo's works--outlines and hatching arevery regular,
107;publishedin facsimileby CampbellDodgsonin Vasari there are few real pentimenti,and even the most unSociety,vol. 10, 1914-15, no. 21). Rejected drawing: Rape
finishedpartsseem carefullydrawn, not freely sketched.
of Persephone,I51? or 154?, pen and black ink, heightened
In short, the New York drawing has the characterof a
withwhitebodycolor,on brownprepared
paper(Campbell
copy, and, in fact, both it and the Courtaulddrawing are
Dodgson in Old MasterDrawings,vol. 2 December 1927, p.
regularly said to represent copies of lost drawings by
45, and pl. 50; Rowlands and Bartrum, Age of Durer and
Holbein, no. I 6, attribute the drawing to a follower of
Michelangelo. If this were the case, the drawingsshould
have "considerabledocumentary interest," to quote a
Baldung).
recent Metropolitan Museum catalogue, but whatever
Paris:Judithwith theHeadof Holofernes,1537, on red prepared
value either drawing may have has never been carefully
paper (Louvre, inv. no. 18.918) (Demonts, Louvre,vol. 2,
pl. cii, no. 284);Louvre,EdmonddeRothschildCollection: assessed, and the relationshipof the two drawingsto the
StandardBearer,1540, pen and ink, heightened with white,
LastJudgmentand to the preparatorydrawings for it reon lightgreenprepared
paper(RowlandsandBartrum,Age mains confused. De Tolnay, for example, saw the two
of DurerandHolbein,no. 107).
drawings as representingtwo differentphases of the design process, with the Courtauldsheet being a variation
on an early sketch now in Casa Buonarroti (Fig. 3), and
the New York sheet representing a lost drawing developed from Michelangelo's sketch now in the Uffizi

Erlangen: Luna, 1540, pen and ink on red preparedpaper
heightened with white (Bock, Zeichnungenin Erlangen,text
vol., p. 79, and plate vol., pl. Io6, no. 261).

(Fig. 4).
Van RegterenAltena, on the other hand, saw that the
two sheets arevery closely relatedand thought that they
represent the earliest ideas for the LastJudgment.He
pointed out that the gesture of Christ on the Courtauld
drawing (Fig. 2) is not seen on any other drawing, while
the St. Michael figure appearsonly as apentimentoon the
Casa Buonarrotisheet (Fig. 3), never to appearagain in
the drawings or the fresco. The rectangleat the bottom
of the Courtauldsheet would also indicatethat this is an
early idea-the shape, which is also seen on the Casa
Buonarrotisketch, has long been recognizedas the space
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Plate 7

Circle of ERHARD SCHON.
Beheading and Breaking on a Wheel.
Darmstadt,HessischesStaatsarchiv.
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Cloth Maker.
Nimberg. (233)
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Steward.
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Plate 11

ERHARD SCHON.
Stone Mason.
(233)
Nuremberg,Stadtbibliothek
Nmrnberg.
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Plate 12

ERHARD SCHON.
TurkishProcession.
Malibu,TheJ. PaulGettyMuseum.(235)

